Take your relaxation seriously.
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The Comfort Recliner™ by AMERICAN LEATHER®
TAKE YOUR RELAXATION SERIOUSLY.

We know you love recliners, just not everything about them. So our award-winning engineers embarked on a two-year mission to create the ultimate in relaxation. We’re proud to bring you the American Leather® Comfort Recliner™ featuring a personal, infinite-position system that adjusts to your exact comfort needs. The Infinity System features a back and footrest that operate independent of each other and stop in any position, a fully adjustable headrest pillow and a height-adjustable base. All this is wrapped up in an elegant look that brings style to any room in your home. There are even three sizes to choose from and hundreds of fabrics and leather choices to complete your look. The American Leather Comfort Recliner is a recliner for people who take their relaxation seriously.

Engineered for function. Designed for beauty.
FIND YOUR PERFECT POSITION.
The Infinity System offers unlimited ergonomic adjustability to support you where your body needs it most. The headrest moves up and down and also angles forward, so you can relax in cradled comfort. And, unlike most recliners, the back and footrest work independently and smoothly with infinite stopping positions. The adjustable swivel base allows you to set the chair at your perfect seat height.

Infinite adjustment. Unmatched bliss.
REST EVEN EASIER WITH OUR 10-YEAR WARRANTY.

You can buy with confidence knowing American Leather provides a ten-year warranty on the internal mechanism and a lifetime warranty on the frame of the Comfort Recliner. Your new best friend is also guaranteed to be free of defects in workmanship and materials for five years from the day you buy it. If a defect is found, we’ll repair or replace the defective areas. With a little cleaning and care, you can expect to enjoy the beauty and comfort of your recliner for many years to come.

Your body will love the Comfort Recliner. Your mind will love the warranty.
The solid, one-piece ottoman provides over 20" of support, several inches longer than the industry standard.

STRETCH OUT AND STAY A WHILE.

The Comfort Recliner’s gas cylinder-assisted footrest smoothly stops in any position without clicking or ratcheting. Effortlessly pull the stainless steel Comfort Release™ to raise the chaise-style ottoman to your desired position. In the open position, the chair has an elegant, stainless-steel footrest extension that hides all mechanical linkages and accentuates the full-length ottoman.
CUSTOM COMFORT AND SUPPORT.

Now you can lean back and relax without having to raise the ottoman thanks to the Comfort Recliner’s independent back and footrest. When you recline, the weight-balanced mechanism moves with you, so you can lean back almost effortlessly; no need to push on the arms. If desired, the amount of resistance in the back can also be fine-tuned using two hidden tension knobs located beneath the chair. Go even further toward total comfort by rotating the recliner on the swivel base to adjust the overall seat height up to two inches.

The back & footrest work independently & smoothly, with infinite stopping positions.
THE PERFECT PILLOW.

The Comfort Recliner™ headrest adjusts in two ways to get you to your perfect position. Find the ultimate movie-watching position by tilting the back of the headrest forward. And for complete head and neck support, an up and down movement adjusts the pillow height, all without any visible hardware for a clean, elegant look.

The recliner that allows you to choose your ideal pillow height & angle.
Every style is available in three sizes for the perfect fit.

EVEN THE SIZE IS CUSTOM.
In the quest for ultimate personalized comfort, one size does not fit all. Every Comfort Recliner™ is available in three sizes to accommodate differences in height, weight and personal preferences. Try all three sizes and pick the perfect chair for you.
CREATE YOUR PERFECT LOOK.

Leather | American Leather brings you a wide range of leathers and colors to choose from. Our leathers are among the finest available: full aniline-dyed for beauty, softness, and a supple hand. Various finishes provide subtle sheens, thick pebble grain or smooth textures to fit perfectly with your décor.

Fabric | American Leather also offers hundreds of fabric options including the popular Ultrasuede®, velvets, bouclés, linens, on-trend prints and more. All textiles are available on all styles.

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Send us your favorite fabric or leather and we’ll upholster an exclusive look just for you!

Finish Options (wood legs or wood round base):

| WALNUT | ACORN | ESPRESSO |

Only available with round base:

| STAINLESS STEEL UPHOLSTERED |

Antique Brass or Stainless Steel lever options available.

Choose from over 300 fabric & leather choices including options that are great for kids & pets.
Proprietary, height-adjustable swivel base allows you to set your chair at the height that fits you best, five turns = 1”.

Back recline and footrest are fully independent of each other, giving you complete control.

The contoured shell back envelopes you for added comfort while showcasing a clean, tailored look.

Round base options include wood, stainless steel, or upholstered bases in fabric or leather or choose fixed wood legs. All wood options available in Acorn, Espresso, and Walnut finishes.

Beautiful stainless steel footrest extension hides all mechanical linkages and accentuates the full-length ottoman.

Hidden tension knobs, easily accessible beneath the chair, allow you to fine tune the amount of resistance in the back recline.

The headrest pillow can be raised for complete head and neck support and you can articulate it forward to watch TV.

Unique weight balanced mechanism allows for infinite back reclining positions.

The extra long footrest extension with chaise ottoman eliminates gaps and provides complete leg support, no matter what your height.

Unique gas-assisted footrest allows for smooth, infinite adjustments by gently pulling the lever.
WHY CHOOSE AMERICAN LEATHER?

At the American Leather factory in Dallas, Texas there is a display hanging in the lobby that represents our values. At the center of the image is the word, “Trust.” For over twenty years we have worked hard to earn the trust of the premium stores who carry our furniture and thousands of customers like you. We’ve done this by offering exceptionally made, innovative products available with hundreds of options including luxury leathers, designer fabrics and a wide selection of styles. Everything is made right here in the USA and can be in your home in about thirty days. It’s a legacy we are proud to hold and one we hope to share with you.

Try the Comfort Recliner™ & feel the difference. For more information visit americanleather.com.
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